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We study the intensity angular correlation function of scalar waves, scattered on reAection from disor-
dered media, for the case in which the sample is so small that the speckle pattern does not follow a joint
Gaussian statistics, and thus the factorization approximation does not hold. An enhanced long-range
correlation is predicted that exhibits two peaks due to coherent effects analogous to those producing the
phenomenon of enhanced backscattering of the mean intensity as a result of time-reversal symmetry.
There has been in recent years great interest in the sub-
ject of propagation of classical waves from disordered
media. ' This has been mainly due to the discovery of
coherent effects associated with multiple scattering, like
the phenomenon of enhanced backscattering, related with
the weak localization of waves, and found both in dense
media and rough surfaces ' and also with the pre-
diction and observation of intensity correlations in light
and other classical waves both reflected and transmitted
in dense media. '
In this paper we address the angular correlation of the
speckled intensities of coherent scalar waves re+ected
from a random medium under two different directions of
propagation of the incident wave. We consider the case
in which the sample is so small that the wave field
diffusely reflected does not have a circular Gaussian joint
probability density; namely, the factorization approxima
tion is not valid. In this case, corrections to the so-called
memory eQect obtained under the factorization approxi-
mation have predicted the existence of long-range corre-
lations both in reflected and transmitted waves. ' '
On the other hand, in this work we put forward the ex-
istence of a long-range angular correlation of the intensi-
ty, different from that studied in previous works, and that
has the very interesting feature of being due to time-
reversal symmetry and having an origin analogous to the
effect of enhanced backscattering in the first-order mo-
ment of the reflected intensity (namely, in the average of
this quantity), as it arises from constructive interference
between waves traveling paths in the random medium
which are reversed of each other. In this connection, it
should be remarked that Refs. 21 and 22 have considered
previously some effects in the angular correlations caused
by the time-reversal symmetry, but the study presented in
this paper is independent of them.
We shall consider a plane wave with wave vector k, ,
incident on a sample of the random medium. The speckle
pattern resulting from the wave reflected is considered at
I
a generic scattering direction characterized by the wave
vector kf. Subsequently, we consider another speckle
pattern in the generic direction kf produced on reflection
of a second plane-wave incident with wave vector k,'.
The intensity correlation function is then given by
(51(k, , kI )51(k,', kI ) )C(k;, kf,'k,', kI ) = . . . (l)(I(k, , kf))(I(k,', k,')) '
where 5I=I —(I ), and ( ) denotes ensemble aver-
age.
The numerator of Eq. (1) is obtained as follows: Let
AI be the complex amplitude from the initial scattering
point rI to the terminal scattering point r, the incident
and emerging wave vectors being k; and kf, respectively.
In the multiple-scattering model, one must also consider
the time-reversed path from r to rI whose correspond-
ing complex amplitude is 3 I. Then the scattered field
given by all these pairs of paths is
A (k, , kf ) T'g [ Ai exp[i(k; ri —k& r ) ]
I, m
+ A i exp[i(k; r —k& rt)]I,
and the intensity of the reflected wave is therefore
I(k;,kf)=1&++~ Ai
~
cos(k;+k&) (ri —r )
l, m
+F(k;,kf ), (3)
where Io =g& ~ A i ~ . The second, diagonal, term of
Eq. (3) leads on averaging over several realizations of the
random medium to the effect of enhanced backscattering,
and the third, off-diagonal, term is
F(k kf)= — g Ai At' ~ exp[ik; (rt —ri)]
(I, m)A(1', m')
X exp[ ik& (r —r )], (4)
which represents the speckle fluctuations and is zero on
averaging.
From Eq. (3) one obtains
(51(k, , k&)51(k,', kf ) ) = —,' g (5I, 5I,„)I cos[(k;+kf ) (rt r)+(k—,'+k&).(r —r„)]
l, m;j, k
+ cos[(k, +kf ).(r, —r ) —(k,'+kf). (r, —r„)]]
+g (F(k;,kf )Iik ) cos(k,'+kf ).(r~. —rl, )jk
+g(F(k,', kf )Il ) cos(k;+kf ) ~ (rt —r )+ (F(k, , kf )F(k,', kf )),
Im
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+ cos[(k, +kf }—(k,'+kf }].(r, —r )] . (6)
Equation (6) represents two peaks, centered at values
q;+qf =k(q,'+qf), (7)
where q represents the transversal component of k. An
argument analogous to that used for the analysis of the
enhanced backscattering line shape (cf., e.g., Ref. 7 on us-
ing a continuous approach) gives a width of these peaks
of the order of A, /l, where 1 is the transport mean free
path. For fixed q,', qf and q;, these two peaks represent
enhanced long rang-e correlations (ELRC) around the two
values of qf given by Eq. (7).
Also, it is worth observing that on writing
(I(k;,kf )I(k,', kf ) )
= {[ A (k, , kf ) A '( k,', kf ) ][ A '( k, ,kf ) A ( k,', kf ) ]),
(g)
one can see that the term described by Eq. (6) arises from
interference of terms of the form
~A&
~
exp[i(k, —k,') ri]exp[ i(kf——kf) r ]
and their time-reversed counterparts, and also of terms
~A~~~ exp[i(k;+kf) ri]exp[ i(k,'+kf—} r ]
and their time reversed. Observe also that the usual fac-
torization approximation does not allow for this interfer-
ence effect and, hence, leads to the memory effect (ME)
only. In this sense, the ME is a "specular" phenomenon
in b,k, =k, —k,'and b,kf =kf —kf, and so is the time-
reversed ME in k;+kf and k,'. +kf.
Concerning the other terms of Eq. (5}, the averages in
the second and third terms are zero, whereas the fourth
term is zero for j=i, k =m, j'=l', k'=m' or j=m,j'=m', k =1, k'=l', and leads to the ME (terms withj =1', k =m', j'=l, k'=m) and its time reversal (terms
with j=m', k =l', j'=m, k'=l). The other long-range
correlations, addressed in Ref. 17, should be included in
the other surviving elements of Eq. (5).
The ratio of the peak values of the ELRC and the ME
is g& (, 5I& )/[g& (I& )] . The ELRC effect should be
observed in speckle patterns corresponding to a scattered
field on reflection that does not have a Gaussian joint
probability density for its random values at two pairs of
arguments (k;,kf } and (k,', kf ), and, hence, for which the
factorization approximation does not hold. As said in
the Introduction, such speckle patterns are produced by
waves backscattered from samples whose linear dimen-
sion is not much larger than l. For instance, the ELRC
are present in the experiments from small samples stud-
ied by the authors of Ref. 9 [cf., the tails in the correla-
tions of the full lines of Fig. 3 of Ref. 9, which correspond
to C(k;, kf,'k,', kf) for k;=k,'= —kf and varying kf]; al-
where II~ = ~ Aim ~ and 5IIm =III {—I&~ ).
The diagonal elements l =j, m =k or l =k, m =j of
the first term of Eq. (5) lead to
g{5II ) [ cos[(k,. +kf )+(k,'+kf )] (ri —r )
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FIG. 1. Angular correlation vs 0, with Op=0 8@=8'=5 .
T=3.16K, and o.=1.9A,. Dashed line: s-polarization. Solid
line: p polarization.
though it seems to us that these curves were not analyzed
there from the point of view taken in our work.
It is well known, since the works of Refs. 11—13 and
25, that random rough surfaces present some scattering
properties analogous to dense media; in particular, they
produce coherent effects in multiple scattering, like
enhanced backscattering. It is to be expected, therefore,
that the coherent phenomenon predicted above should
also be present both in random rough surfaces and dense
media.
In order to assess the above predictions we have com-
puted the correlation Eq. (1}in the numerical simulation
of the scattering of electromagnetic waves, s or p polar-
ized from a one-dimensional random rough surface, of
profile z =D(x), separating the vacuum from a perfect
conductor (the surface thus being constant in the y direc-
tion). The plane of incidence is OXZ. The lack of two di-
mensions for the surface is made for the sake of saving
computation time and is not relevant to the purpose of
this work since it only prevents studying cross-
polarization effects under the above choice of plane of in-
cidence and polarization of the incident wave. Also, the
assumption of a perfect conductor simplifies the calcula-
tions over those concerning a penetrable medium without
introducing other important restrictions for our pur-
pose.
According to the Monte Carlo procedure reported in
Refs. 12 and 13, we generate random profiles with Gauss-
ian statistics, zero mean, rms height o = 1.9A, , a Gaussian
correlation function of the random heights, and a correla-
tion length T =3.16K,. Each realization of the illuminat-
ed surface is sampled with 300 sampling points and has a
length L =30k,. This involves 10 sampling points per
wavelength, which is accurate enough. Averages are
made over 4000 realizations. Two Gaussian beams
(chosen instead of plane waves in order to get smoother
results), of width W=L cos80/4, propagating in the
directions k; and k,', are incident at an angle 80 and 80
with the OZ axis, respectively; namely, with the surface
mean plane normal. Let 8 and 8' represent the angles of
kf and kf with the OZ axis, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the function C(8), Eq. (1), for k;, k,'
and kf fixed at 80=0 80=8 =5 ~ The central peak at
80=0' corresponds to the memory effect and has a width
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for 80=2', L90=5', 8'=9'.
of the order of cos8oA, /W. On the other hand, the two
additional peaks, predicted by Eq. (6), are also present at
8=+10'; they have a width KIT approximately, as l is of
the order of T in this case (cf., Ref. 26). The strength of
these peaks decreases as both hq, and 2[6,q, —(q', +qf )]
increase. Figure 2 shows another instance for which the
fourth angles 80, 80, 8', and 8 are different from each oth-
er. In this case the peak corresponding to the memory
effect is at 8=6' (8o=2', 8II=5', 8'=9'), and those cor-
responding to the ELRC of Eq. (6) now appear at 8= 12'
and —16'.
In order to analyze the multiple-scattering origin of the
ELRC peaks, we have solved the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff
surface-scattering integral equation by an iterative
method, similar to the Born series, that accounts for the
successive hits of the wave with the surface. In calcula-
tions for the first statistical moment of the intensity' '
in the regime of surface parameters considered here, the
sum of first- (FO) and second-order (SO) fields is usually
almost sufficient to describe the scattering process. In
our calculation, the result so obtained is not quantitative-
ly identical to the exact one of Figs. 1 and 2 (this being
due to a well-known lack of accuracy of the iterative
method in many instances, which often requires one to
add other corrections ); but this rather heuristic pro-
cedure still gives an illustrative estimation of the contri-
bution of the second hit of the wave at the surface. Fig-
ure 3 shows the result for the same situation as for Fig. 1.
FIG. 3. Iterative computation of the angular correlation vs 8,
with 80=0 L90=0 =5 . T=3.16K, and o=1.9A, . Dashed line:
s polarization. Solid line: p polarization. Without asterisks:
FO contribution (single scattering). With asterisks: SO contri-
bution (purely double scattering).
Here the part of the function C(8) obtained with the FO
field (Kirchhoff approximation, i.e., single scattering) and
that obtained with the SO field (double scattering) are
shown. Whereas the FO result only shows the ME peak
at 80=0', the SO contribution to the correlation exhibits
a much weaker lobe corresponding to the remaining ME
and the two remarkable lobes of the ELRC at 8=+10'.
Of course, although not shown here, we have also
checked that a computation of Eq. (1) on the basis of the
factorization approximation yields only the peaks of both
the ME and the time-reversed ME, as expected.
We believe that the coherent effects, like the one ad-
dressed in this paper and the phenomenon of enhanced
backscattering, are special cases for the lower statistical
moments of the rejected intensity of a general class of
coherent phenomena present in the moments of arbitrary
order of non-Gaussian speckle patterns. Experiments
should establish the limits of observation of these effects.
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